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oil and gas production technology

Course Description
The course provides the student with a basic knowledge and understanding of the oil and gas
industry, including its history, technical aspects, business model, and impact on society and the
environment. The primary emphasis is on operations in exploration, production, transportation,
refining, and marketing. At the end of the course, the student should be able to speak in a general
way on all aspects of the industry and be familiar with common industry terminology.
Course Prerequisites
Graduate standing or consent of instructor.

Textbook
The Oil & Gas Industry: A Nontechnical Guide by Joseph F. Hilyard. PennWell Books
ISBN-13: 978-1593702540
The textbook is available online through the UH Library.
Learning Objectives
Upon the completion of the course students will demonstrate an understanding of:
1. Operations of the oil and gas industry across the value chain
2. Relationships and interactions between industry players
3. Importance of oil and gas in the economy
4. Likely future scenarios for the industry

Schedule of Topics
Module#
1
(Weeks 1-2)

2
(Week 3)

3
(Week 4)
4
(Week 5)

5
(Week 6)

6
(Week 7)

7
(Week 8)

8
(Week 9)

9
(Week 10)

10
(Week 11)

11
(Week 12)

12
(Week 13)

Topics

Reading Assignments

Introduction and History of the Industry
- Energy and society
- Development of the industry

Chapter 2 Pages 19 – 27
Chapter 3 Pages 36 – 47

Petroleum Geology
- Origin of oil and gas
- Hydrocarbon accumulations
- Conventional vs. unconventional
Exploration
- Exploration tools and methods
- Exploration economics

Chapter 1

Drilling and Testing
- Mechanics of drilling
- Drilling equipment
- Evaluation of drilling results
Production
- Equipping a well for production
- Production equipment
- Oil and gas processing
Reservoir Mechanics and Production Management
- Properties of hydrocarbon fluids
- Reserve estimation
- Production management techniques
Transportation and Storage
- Transportation methods
- Economics of transportation
- Storage methods and rationale
Refining and Petrochemicals
- Hydrocarbon chemistry
- Refining basics
- Brief overview of petrochemical industry
Marketing
- Oil and natural gas trading
- Pricing
- Retail marketing
- LNG
Structure of the Industry
- Major industry players
- Interactions between industry entities
- Relationships with governments and the public
Energy and the Environment
- Climate change and the energy industry
- Carbon reduction methods
- Economics of carbon reduction
Future of the Oil and Gas Industry
- Peak oil
- Alternative energy
- Future oil and gas production

Chapter 5 Pages 67 – 87
Chapter 6 Pages 99 – 102

Chapter 4

Chapter 5 Pages 88 – 98
Chapter 6 Pages 99 – 113
Chapter 7 Pages 115 – 119;
123 – 129
Chapter 7 Pages 119 – 123

Chapters 8, 9, and 10

Chapter 11

Chapter 14

Chapter 13

None

Chapter 15

Course Review
13
(Week 14)
Final exam
(Week 15)

Quizzes
Quizzes are designed to assist you in understanding the course materials and to provide you with
examples of the type of questions that will be on the final exam. Quizzes will be posted
periodically. You are allowed only one chance to open each quiz. Do not attempt to open a quiz
until you are ready to answer the questions and complete the quiz.
Final Exam
The Final Exam will be scheduled online during week 15. The exact time will be announced
during the semester. Students must make early arrangements with their employers and others to
make sure they do not miss the Final Exam. There will be no makeover exams.
Academic Honesty
Students who violate University rules on scholastic dishonesty are subject to disciplinary
penalties, including the possibility of failure in the course and dismissal from The University.
Since dishonesty harms the individual, all students, and the integrity of The University, policies
on scholastic dishonesty will be strictly enforced.
Homework Assignments
Late submissions will incur score penalties. Homework submission must be through Blackboard
as an attachment to an email.
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Syllabus: Introduction to Non-Destructive Testing and QA/QC,
NDTE 1010
Part 1: Course Information
Description
This course provides students a synopsis of non-destructive and destructive evaluation
methods that are used in evaluation of welds. This includes understanding the basic
principles of various NDT methods, fundamentals, discontinuities in different product
forms, importance of NDT, applications, limitations of NDT methods and techniques and
codes, standards and specifications related to non-destructive testing technology.
Students also will be introduced to relevant quality assurance and quality control
requirements in accordance with ASQ, ASME, and ANSI standards.
This course is designed to meet over a period of 14 weeks, 1 meeting per week, and 3 hours per
meeting in a combined lecture-lab meeting.

Prerequisites
None

Required Materials, Tools to be used
See separate Excel Spreadsheet

Part 2: Course Learning Outcomes (CLOs)
The course learning outcomes are to have students:

General Objectives

Upon completion of this course, students will be able to
1.
Be able to List and define different defects that occur in welding shown
through Non-Destructive Examination/Destructive Testing.
2.
Be able to identify the types of equipment used for each Non-Destructive and
Destructive Examination.
3.
Be able to explain the purpose of the Equipment, Application, and standard
techniques required to perform major non-destructive and destructive
examinations of welds.
4.
Be able to go to specific Code, Standard, or Specification related to each
testing method.
5.
Have the knowledge and essential skills to identify strengths and weaknesses
in materials used in fabrication.
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Detailed Learning Objectives (DLOs)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

Explain why NDT methods were initially developed
Explain why Codes and Standards were initially developed
Describe the uses of NDT
Name the various nondestructive test methods
Recognize the NDT method abbreviations
Briefly explain each NDT method
Describe the advantages and limitations of VT
Explain qualification and certification requirements for VT
Identify VT inspection tools
Explain the differences between direct and remote VT
Describe manufacturing processes for metals
Explain the discontinuities inherent in various manufacturing processes
Name the various welding discontinuities
Define the causes, prevention, and repair of those welding discontinuities
Explain the discontinuities inherent in various welding processes
Provide the purpose of welding and NDE symbols
Describe the various weld configurations and joint types
Name the basic elements of welding and NDE symbols
Explain the supplementary welding and NDE symbols
Describe how welds are measured for acceptable size and length
Name the six basic steps for PT testing
Explain the mechanics of liquid penetrant
Name the types of liquid penetrants
Name the removal methods and types of removers
Name the types of developers
Explain the advantages and disadvantages of PT
Describe the basic principles of MT
Name the four basic steps of MT
Explain the advantages and disadvantages of MT
Describe the types of MT equipment
Name the types of MT media
Explain the types of magnetizing current
Name the person that discovered X-rays
Name the types of radioactive sources used for RT
Explain radioactive half-life
Describe the various types of RT equipment
Describe the basic principles of gamma and X-ray generation
Name the three means of protection to help reduce exposure to radiation
Explain how radiation measuring devices are used and list the types of measuring devices
Describe the basics of producing a radiograph
Explain geometric unsharpness and other geometric principles
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42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

Name and describe the various types of RT
Identify, and accept or reject RT discontinuities based on acceptance criteria
Explain the advantages and disadvantages of RT
Explain the basic principles of sound
Name the four wave modes used for UT
Describe the function of a piezoelectric transducer
Explain how ultrasonic thickness gages measure thickness
Describe the various UT techniques for flaw detection
Explain why calibration is necessary for UT equipment
Describe the advantages and limitations of UT
Name and describe the three scan data presentation methods
Explain the phased array UT technique
Describe the types of alloy identification equipment
Explain the principles of alloy identification
Describe how ECT is performed
Explain the principles of ECT
Gain a greater understanding about an NDT lab
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Part 3: Course Topics and Roadmap
Roadmap
The following roadmap is recommended for instructors

Week • Lecture Topics

Main Concepts, Terms, and Skills

• DLOs
State the topic of the
week and list the
CLO’s by number

1

• Introduction /
History
• 1,2,3

2

• NDT Methods
• 4,5,6

3

• Visual Testing
(VT) Part 1
• 7 thru10

4

• Visual Testing
(VT) Part 2 Discontinuities
• 11 thru 15

5

• Welding Symbols
• 16 thru 20

6

• Liquid Penetrant
Testing (PT)
• 21 thru 26

7

• Review for MidTerm Exam

Provide a bulleted list of 3-4 subtopics for the week

• What is NDT?
• Historical disasters that affected the
development of NDT
• The birth of Codes and Standards
• NDT Qualification and Certification
• Basic overview of 13 NDT methods
• Abbreviations of those methods

• Advantages and Limitations of VT
• VT Qualification and Certification
• Welding Gages for VT
• Direct and Indirect VT
• Discontinuities in manufacturing processes
• Discontinuities in welding processes
• Cause, prevention, and repair of welding
discontinuities
• Performing VT
• Purpose of welding and NDE symbols
• Basic elements of welding and NDE symbols
• Supplementary welding and NDE symbols
• Practical application of welding symbols
• Basic steps of PT
• Mechanics of PT
• Types of penetrants, removers, and developers
• Performing PT
• Review previously covered topics for Mid-Term
Exam

• Course
Materials,
• Homework &
Projects
List PPT name or
slide #’s, and any
homework, quiz,
exam or project.

• NDT_Week_
1_IntroHistory.pptx
• Lab
• NDT_Week_
2_Methods.p
ptx
• Lab
• NDT_Week_
3_VT Part
1.pptx
• Lab
• NDT_Week_
4_VT Part
2.pptx
• Lab
• NDT_Week_
5_Welding
Symbols.pptx
• Lab
• NDT_Week_
6_PT.pptx
• Lab
• NDT_Week_
7_Mid-
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8

• Magnetic Particle
Testing (MT)
• 27 thru 32

9

• Radiographic
Testing (RT) Part
1
• 33 thru 39
• Radiographic
Testing (RT) Part
2
• 40 thru 44
• Ultrasonic Testing • Principles of sound
(UT) Part 1
• UT equipment
• 45 thru 51
• UT measurements and flaw detection
• UT calibration
• Ultrasonic Testing • Data scan presentation methods
(UT) Part 2 / Alloy • Phased array UT
Identification /
• Alloy identification
Eddy Current
• Eddy Current Testing (ECT)
Testing (ECT)
• 52 thru 57
• Field Trip to Local • View lab equipment
NDT Lab
• Discuss careers in NDT
• 58
• Review for Final
• Review previously covered topics for Final
Exam
Exam

• Basic principles of MT
• Four steps of MT
• MT equipment and media
• Performing MT
• Types of RT sources
• Radiation
• RT equipment
• RT Safety
• Producing a radiograph
• RT image quality
• RT discontinuities

Term_Revie
w.pptx
• NDT_Week_
8_MT.pptx
• Lab

• NDT_Week_
9_RT Part
1.pptx
• Lab
10
• NDT_Week_
10_RT Part
2.pptx
• Lab
11
• NDT_Week_
11_UT Part
1.pptx
• Lab
12
• NDT_Week_
12_UT Part 2
and Alloy
Identification
.pptx
• Lab
13
• NDT_Week_
13_Field
Trip.pptx
14
• NDT_Week_
14_Final_Rev
iew.pptx
Note that my comments moved week 7 to the next page, making the table look better.
You can do this in the final document with some spaces.
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Part 5: Notes to Program Administrators
Resources

Listed in separate document

Instructor Qualification
Bachelor’s or higher degree in a qualifying field or
Bachelor’s or higher degree in any discipline and certifying credentials:
o 30 undergraduate hours or 18 graduate hours of coursework in a qualifying
field, or
• Bachelor’s or higher degree with relevant supplemental experiential experience:
o Two years professional employment or
o Research or publications, or
• A.A.S. in a qualifying discipline and four years of relevant professional employment
Qualifying fields:
Metallurgical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Construction Technology
Quality Assurance/Quality Control Technology
•
•

Prepared by
Spencer Peterson and Michael Pardo
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Assistant Electrician
CURRICULUM / SYLLABUS
This program is aimed at training candidates for the job of a “Assistant Electrician”, in the “construction”
Sector/Industry and aims at building the following key competencies amongst the learner
Program Name

Assistant Electrician

Qualification Pack Name &
Reference ID. ID
Version No.

1.0

Pre-requisites to Training

Minimum qualification – 10th Class

Training Outcomes

After completing this programme, participants will be able to:
• Select and use hand, power tools and electrical devices relevant to
construction electrical works: - Recognising, differentiating and using electrical
tools and devices appropriately in basic electrical operations
• Install temporary lighting arrangement at construction sites: - Selection and
use of light units, accessories, fixtures and tools for installing and maintaining
lighting arrangements used for construction work
• Install LV electrical wiring at permanent structures: -Identification, selection
and handling of electrical fixtures, tools and materials and use them in house
wiring activity. Basic electrical tests which are performed to inspect wiring
• Assemble, install and maintain temporary LV electrical panels (distribution
boards) at construction site: - Selection and use of electrical fixtures,
components and tools to assemble and maintain temporary electrical panels
required for construction works
• Work effectively in a team to deliver desired results at the workplace: Organised working procedure within a team at site
• Plan and organize work to meet expected outcomes: - Prioritizing activities
and organising resources to meet desired outcome
• Work according to personal health, safety and environment protocol at
construction site: - Importance of Health & Safety aspects & measures to be
followed while working

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)

Version Update Date

23–03 – 2015

1

This course encompasses 7 out of 7 National Occupational Standards (NOS) of “Assistant Electrician” Qualification
Pack issued by “Construction Skill Development Council of India”.

Sr. No.
1

Module
Introduction to the
job role - (Lecture/
description by
concerned trainer)
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
16:00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
00:00
Corresponding
NOS Code

2

Select and use
hand, power tools
and electrical
devices relevant to
construction
electrical works
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
15:00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
36:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
CON/N0602

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)

Key Learning Outcomes
• Role description/ functions of the job role
• Expected personal attributes from the job
role
• Brief description about course content,
mode of learning and duration of course
• Future possible progression and career
development provisions on completion of
the course
• Electrical principles like ohm’s law,
ampere’s law, electromagnetic field and its
effects
• principle of electrical current flow,
fundamental terms like resistance,
temperature, c/s of conductor and their
relations
• basic concept LV of single phase and three
phase connections and their uses as per
electrical voltage load
• basic concept of AC and DC current
generation
• introduction to series, parallel and
combination circuits
• How to read and interpret wiring diagrams
with basic symbols, manufacturer’s
guidelines, electrical specifications to
determine use of power tools, electrical
devices, measuring devices etc.
Theory: • Type of electrical hand and power tools
pliers, crimping tools, electrical drill
machines, cutting machines etc. and their
applications such as cutting, drilling,
stripping and splicing wires etc.
• Type of electrical measuring tools and
devices such as voltage tester, earth tester,
mutimeter, digital ammeter etc. and their
respective use to trace out malfunctions in
electrical circuits/ connections like power
interruption/ continuity, power leakage,
earth leakage
• Type of electrical devices like starters,
relays and circuit breakers, their power
ratings, working principles and use in
circuits
• How to read and interpret wiring symbols,
SLDs, manufacturer’s guidelines, electrical
specifications to determine use of power
tools, electrical devices, measuring devices
etc.

Equipment Required
infrastructural requirements
1. Classroom having sitting
capacity of 30 trainees
2. Blackboard
3. LCD monitor 32’’
4. Laptop

Hand Tools
5. Pliers
6. Screw Drivers (set)
7. Crimping tools
8. Wire strippers
9. Neon tester
Measuring devices
10. Ammeter
11. Voltmeter
12. Wattmeter
13. Ohmmeter
14. Digital Multimeter
15. Megger
16. Tong tester
Measuring Instruments
17. Measuring tape
18. Spirit level
19. Marking tools
Power tools

2

Sr. No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes
• Knowledge about features of switches,
fuses, resistors and various circuit
protecting devices and their use in
electrical circuits and connections
• Knowledge about basic principle of
electrical current flow, fundamental terms
like voltage, resistance, temperature, cross
section of conductors their units, relations
and method of measurement using
relevant measuring tools and their
influence electrical circuits
• Knowledge about ampere’s law, Ohm’s
law, electromagnetic field and their factual
relation with electrical tests
• How to maintain/ store electrical tools and
devices
Demonstration/ Practical: • Selection and use of hand and power tools
for tightening electrical fixtures, electrical
termination at power outlets
• Selection of electrical devices such as
starters, circuit breakers for installing them
to circuits as per power rating
• Selection of PPEs for general and electrical
safety
• Use of measuring instruments and hand/
power tools for measuring, cutting,
bending, threading conduits/ cables
• Use of wire stripping and joining tools to
strip, joining/ splicing tools
• Use of electrical devices to carry out basic
inspections on electrical circuits like
checking voltage, current flow, voltage
drop, leakage through conductor etc.
• Maintain/ upkeep electrical tools, devices
post using as per manufacturer’s
guidelines

3

Install temporary
lighting
arrangement at
construction sites
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
20:00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
64:00

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)

Theory: • Safety norms applicable in construction
sites and electrical works and use of
specific PPEs
• Types of cables based on insulation,
phase and their use as per power rating
• Types of conduits and fixtures such as
switches, sockets, their selection method
and respective uses in electrical works
• Types of safety equipment commonly
used for protection of LV wiring circuits
and their area of application

Equipment Required
20. Drilling machine
21. Cutting machine
22. Chasing machine
Materials and fixtures
23. Electrical distribution
board
24. Electrical socket (set)
25. Tungsten bulb/ CFL/FSL
bulb
26. Halogen lamp
27. wall socket
28. Simple switchboard
29. Mains breaker switch
30. Earth Leakage Circuit
Breaker (ELCB)
31. Miniature Circuit Breaker
(MCB)
PPEs & Safety Equipment
32. Helmet
33. Face shield
34. Safety goggles
35. Safety shoes
36. Safety belt
37. Insulated rubber gloves
38. Ear plugs
39. Particle masks
40. Reflective jackets
41. Safety message boards
42. Fire extinguishers
43. Sand buckets
infrastructural requirements
44. Classroom having sitting
capacity of 30 trainees
45. Blackboard
46. LCD monitor 32’’
47. Laptop
Consumables: 1. Single phase electrical cables
of standard wire gauges
2. Conduits/ casings
3. Electrical diagram (consisting
only basic wiring symbols)
4. PVC insulation tape
Measuring devices
5. Digital Multimeter
6. Tong tester
7. Megger
Hand tools: -

3

Sr. No.

Module
Corresponding
NOS Code
CON/N0603

Key Learning Outcomes
• Standard/ safe practice of cable laying at
construction sites such as through
underground conduits, through poles
• Types of lights units, their wattage and
respective use in construction sites
• Standard practices of fixing lights and
their respective accessories such as
ground clearance to be maintained,
selection of location avoiding external
damaging effects etc.
•
Joining of cable in ‘straight through joint’
method
• Method of electrical termination at power
outlets using appropriate fixtures
• Type of faults associated with lighting
arrangements
• Standard procedure of shifting and
installing lights and its accessories among
different work locations
• Type of tests to be undertaken in lighting
units and its accessories such as voltage
test, leakage test, power interruption/
continuity test etc.
• Methods of trace out short circuits, power
interruptions/ continuity using
appropriate electrical devices
• standard conditions for storing and
stacking electrical units, materials,
fixtures, tools and devices
• safe procedure of erection and
dismantling of temporary scaffolding,
ladders or working platforms

Equipment Required
8. Pliers
9. Screw Drivers (set)
10. Crimping tools
11. Wire strippers
12. Neon tester
Materials and fixtures
13. Lighting units
(Bulbs, Halogen sets etc.)
14. Lighting fixtures (holders,
buckets, clamps, brackets
etc.)
15. Circuit Breakers (MCB)
16. Power source
17. Sockets
18. Switches
PPEs & safety equipment’s
19. Helmet
20. Safety shoes
21. Safety belt
22. Insulated rubber gloves
23. Ear plugs
24. Reflective jackets
25. Safety message boards
26. Fire extinguishers
27. Sand buckets
infrastructural requirements
28. Classroom having sitting
capacity of 30 trainees
29. Blackboard
30. LCD monitor 32’’
31. Laptop

Demonstration/ Practical: • Demonstrate and understand the
principles of resistance
• Explain series and parallel circuits
• Visual checking to be carried out to
electrical fixtures and materials related to
lighting units to ascertain their usability
as per specified acceptance criteria
• Reading of electrical wiring symbols for
single and three phase circuits,
specifications to obtain required
information for a given electrical circuit
• Reading of electrical and general safety

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)

4

Sr. No.

Module

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)

Key Learning Outcomes
norms and guidelines and its
implementation in electrical works
• Assessment of risk involved in installation
of lighting arrangements and its
accessories at construction sites
• Selection of cables, lights and electrical
fixtures depending upon electrical load
requirement
• Selection of PPEs for general and
electrical safety
• Use of hand and power tools to fix cables,
light units and its accessories
• Practice of cable laying using conduits,
casings and its necessity at construction
sites
• Joining of cable in ‘straight through joint’
method and use of PVC insulation tapes
at broken insulation, joints as per
applicability
• Determination of live/ dead electrical
circuits by using appropriate tools and
devices
• Determination of voltage, current at
power outlets by using appropriate tools
and devices
• Method of tagging electrical cables,
underground electrical conduits by
standard method
• Determination of power rating of
electrical fixtures to be used for repairing
to the electrical arrangement
• Repairing of electrical lighting
arrangements by undertaking tests,
replacement of electrical fixtures/
materials
•

Methods of trace out short circuits, power
interruptions/ continuity using
appropriate electrical devices

•

Electrical principles like ohm’s law,
ampere’s law, electromagnetic field and
its effects

Equipment Required

5

Sr. No.
4

Module
Install LV electrical
wiring at
permanent
structures
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
20:00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
80:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
CON/N0604

Key Learning Outcomes
Theory: • Safety norms applicable in construction
sites and electrical works and use of
specific PPEs
• Type of electrical hazards associated with
domestic wiring work, consequence of
faulty/ improper wiring works and
standard safety control measures
• Types of safety equipment commonly
used for protection of domestic wiring
circuits and their area of application
• Type of electrical materials and fixtures
such as conduits, raceways, brackets etc.,
used for domestic wiring works and their
required acceptance criteria for using
• Standard conduit laying and fixing
procedure through brick and concrete
structures
• Standard practices of cable/ wire laying
through conduits and tests to be done to
ensure there is no breakage/ leakage
from the wire
• Concept of electrical earthing procedure
in domestic wiring and its importance
• Material, tools and equipment used for
electrical earthing works
• Concept of test to be performed in
domestic electrical wiring works using
appropriate measuring devices
Demonstration/ Practical: • Visual checking to be carried out to
electrical fixtures and materials related to
domestic wiring such as conduits,
raceways, wires to ascertain their usability
as per specified acceptance criteria
• Use of measuring instruments and
cutting tools such as measuring tapes,
markers, cutters to cut and bend conduits
• Use of hand and power tools for cutting
drilling works for proper fixing of
conduits and raceways
• Laying electrical wires through conduits
and raceways
• Selection and use general and electrical
safety gears

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)

Equipment Required
Consumables: 1. Single phase electrical
cables of standard wire
gauges
2. Conduits/ casings/ raceways
3. Electrical diagram (consisting
only basic wiring symbols)
4. PVC insulation tape
Measuring devices
5. Digital Multimeter
6. Tong tester
7. Megger
Hand tools: 8. Pliers
9. Screw Drivers (set)
10. Crimping tools
11. Wire strippers
12. Neon tester
13. Hacksaw
Power Tools: 14. Cutting machine
15. Drill machine
Measuring Instruments: 16. Measuring tapes
17. Markers
Materials and fixtures
18. Electrical earthing pole
19. GI earthing wires
PPEs & safety equipment’s
20. Helmet
21. Safety shoes
22. Safety belt
23. Insulated rubber gloves
24. Ear plugs
25. Reflective jackets
26. Safety message boards
27. Fire extinguishers
28. Sand buckets
infrastructural requirements
29. Classroom having sitting
capacity of 30 trainees
30. Blackboard
31. LCD monitor 32’’
32. Laptop

6

Sr. No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes
• Practice electrical tests like voltage drop,
continuity of current flow and resistance
in insulations
• Practice handling and storing electrical
fixtures and materials used for domestic
wiring
• practice of placing electrical earthing
pipes and plates in to the ground
• Select and use PPEs as per electrical work
requirement

Equipment Required

5

Assemble, install
and maintain
temporary LV
electrical panels
(distribution
boards) at
construction site

Theory: • Concept of safety norms applicable in
construction sites and electrical works
and use of specific PPEs
• Concept of electrical earthing procedure
in temporary panels and its importance
• Specification and details of material, tools
and equipment used for electrical
earthing works
• Safety norms applicable in construction
sites and electrical works and use of
specific PPEs
• Types of conduits and fixtures such as
switches, sockets, MCBs, wire their
selection method based upon power
rating and respective uses in electrical
works
• Method of connection temporary panel/
Distribution boards (DB) with main power
outlet
• Selection and use of general and
electrical PPEs
• Method of electrical termination at power
outlets using appropriate fixtures
• Type of faults associated with temporary
electrical panels/ DBs and its accessories
• Standard procedure of shifting and
installing DBs among different work
locations
• Type of tests to be undertaken in
temporary panels/ DBs and its accessories
such as voltage test, leakage test, power
interruption/ continuity test etc.
• Methods of trace out short circuits, power
interruptions/ continuity using

Consumables: 1. Single phase electrical
cables of standard wire
gauges (assorted)
2. Temporary power
switchboards (PVC/
Wooden)
3. Electrical diagram
(consisting only basic
wiring symbols)
4. PVC insulation tape

Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
24:00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
70:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
CON/N0605

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)

Measuring devices
5. Digital Multimeter
6. Tong tester
7. Megger
Hand tools: 8. Pliers
9. Screw Drivers (set)
10. Crimping tools
11. Wire strippers
12. Neon tester
13. Hacksaw
Power Tools: 14. Cutting Machine
15. Drill machine
Measuring Instruments: 16. Measuring tapes
17. Markers
Materials and fixtures
18. Power sockets
19. Power switches
20. MCBs
21. Plugs & tops
22. Fuses
23. Screws and nuts
24. Electrical earthing pole

7

Sr. No.

6

Module

Work effectively in
a team to deliver
desired results at
the workplace
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
06:00

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)

Key Learning Outcomes
appropriate electrical devices
• standard conditions for storing and
stacking electrical units, materials,
fixtures, tools and devices
Demonstration/ Practical: • Visual checking to be carried out to
electrical fixtures and materials such as
cabinet/ frame, switches, sockets, circuit
breakers, wires to be used for assembling
temporary panel/ distribution board (DB)
to ascertain their usability as per specified
acceptance criteria
• Selection and use of general and
electrical safety gears
• Determining power rating of fixtures to
be used in panel/ DB
• Installing electrical fixtures such as
switches, sockets etc. to the panel/ DB as
per their provision
• Carry out connection electrical fixtures by
wires within the panel/DB
• Selection of cable- single/ three phase for
connecting the panel to the main power
source
• Practice of electrical earthing of panel/DB
• Connecting panel/ DB to main power
source Method of termination at power
source
• Practice of electrical tests to be carried out
to inspect proper function of panel/DB
using appropriate devices
• Repairing and replacement of faulty parts
with respect to technical specification and
power rating of the same
• Preparation of reports, documents
regarding repairing/ maintenance at
specified formats
Theory: • Method of oral and written communication
skills with co-workers, trade seniors while
handling and carrying out visual checks on
materials, electrical fixtures, lights, tools
and devices
• Reading and interpretation of electrical
works formats, permits, protocols,

Equipment Required
25. GI earthing wires
PPEs & safety equipment’s
26. Helmet
27. Safety shoes
28. Safety belt
29. Insulated rubber gloves
30. Ear plugs
31. Reflective jackets
32. Safety message boards
33. Fire extinguishers
34. Sand buckets
infrastructural requirements
35. Classroom having sitting
capacity of 30 trainees
36. Blackboard
37. LCD monitor 32’’
38. Laptop

infrastructural requirements
1. Classroom having sitting
capacity of 30 trainees
2. Blackboard
3. LCD monitor 32’’
4. Laptop
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Sr. No.

Module
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
10:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
CON/N8001

7

Plan and organize
work to meet
expected outcomes
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
05:00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
10:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
CON/N8002

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)

Key Learning Outcomes
checklists
• How to interpret scope of electrical
activities, material/ tools handling by
adhering to instructions or consulting with
seniors
• Method of providing instruction to
subordinates or reporting to seniors clearly
and promptly
• Seek necessary support and complete
assigned tasks within stipulated time
duration
• Keep good relation and maintain well
behavior with co-workers
Demonstration/ Practical: • The skills will be developed and practiced
while carrying out following trade related
activities in a predictable and familiar
working condition
• Selection of materials, tools or devices for
defined purpose under
• Handling electrical material, fixtures and
device
• Carrying out conduit laying and cable
laying
• Carrying out assembling of temporary
panel/ distribution board
• Undertaking electrical tests by using
measuring devices
• Selection and handing over of desired/
appropriate tools/ materials while assisting
trade senior
Theory: • To plan electrical activities within defined
scope of work
• Basic concept of productivity, sequence of
working and implementation of safety and
organizational norms while working
• Upkeep, storing and stacking methods of
tools, materials used for domain specific
works
• Requisition of resources, reporting for
requirement of resources orally and in
written to concerned authority

Equipment Required

infrastructural requirements
5. Classroom having sitting
capacity of 30 trainees
6. Blackboard
7. LCD monitor 32’’
8. Laptop

Demonstration/ Practical: -

9

Sr. No.

Module

8

Work according to
personal health,
safety and
environment
protocol at
construction site
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
08:00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
16:00
Corresponding
NOS Code
CON/N9001

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)

Key Learning Outcomes
• The skills will be developed and practiced
while carrying out following trade related
activities in a predictable and familiar
working condition
• Selection of materials, tools or devices for
defined purpose in an optimum manner
• Handling electrical tools, material, fixtures
and device
• Prioritize all works/ activities
• Planning conduit laying and cable laying as
per scope
• Carrying out assembling of temporary
panel/ distribution board
• Optimum use of resources while
performing task
• Adherence to stipulated timelines
• for completion of electrical
• activities/ tasks
Theory: • Types of hazards involved in construction
sites
• Types of hazards involved in electrical
works
• Emergency safety control measures and
actions to be taken under emergency
situation
•
Concept of:
First Aid process
Use of fire extinguisher
Classification of fires and fire
extinguisher
Safety drills
Types and use of PPEs as per general
and electrical safety norms
• Reporting procedure to the concerned
authority in emergency situations
• Standard procedure of handling, storing
and stacking material, electrical fixtures
and accessories
• What is safe disposal of waste, type of
waste and their disposal
• Type of electrical protective devices, their
power ratings and area of application
• basic ergonomic principles as per
applicability

Equipment Required

PPEs & safety equipment’s
9. Helmet
10. Safety shoes
11. Safety belt
12. Insulated rubber gloves
13. Ear plugs
14. Reflective jackets
15. Safety message boards
16. Fire extinguishers
17. Sand buckets
infrastructural requirements
18. Classroom having sitting
capacity of 30 trainees
19. Blackboard
20. LCD monitor 32’’
21. Laptop
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Sr. No.

Module

Total Duration:
Theory Duration
114:00
Practical Duration
286:00

Key Learning Outcomes
Equipment Required
Demonstration/ Practical: • The skills will be developed and practiced
while carrying out following trade related
activities in a predictable and familiar
working condition.
• Selection of PPEs and use them
appropriately as per working need of
electrical operations, handling, storing,
stacking and shifting of electrical fixtures,
light units, tools and devices
• Selection of PPEs and use them
appropriately as per working need of
cutting conduit, drilling in walls,
termination at the main power source
• Analysis of hazards involved to electrical
circuits/ connections by external effects
and taking necessary steps or informing to
seniors
• Identification of locations, situations/
circumstances, malpractices which can be
hazardous for general or electrical works
• Selection of fire extinguisher based on
classification of fire, standard practice of
storing & stacking firefighting equipment/
materials at work locations
• Disposal of waste materials as per their
nature and effects on weather
Unique Equipment Required:
screw drivers (set), wire cutters, Crimping tools, wire strippers, pliers, neon tester,
hammers, hacksaws, chisels, spanners (set), wrenches, measuring tape, spirit
level, plumb-bob, mason’s line, ammeter, voltmeter, wattmeter, ohmmeter,
digital multimeter, megger, tong tester, drilling machine, hand cutting machine,
power source, source of water, electrical diagram (consisting only basic wiring
symbols), electrical distribution board, electrical socket (set), tungsten bulb/
cfl/fsl bulb, halogen lamp, simple switchboard, mains breaker switch, earth
leakage circuit breaker (elcb), miniature circuit breaker (mcb), cables, wires,
sockets, switches, conduits (flexible and rigid), raceways, screws, nuts & bolts,
lighting fixtures (holders, buckets, clamps, brackets etc.), PVC insulation tape,
helmet, safety shoes, safety belt, cotton hand gloves, insulated rubber gloves,
goggles, reflective jackets, safety message boards, fire extinguishers, sand
buckets, message board displaying do’s and don’ts at construction sites,
aluminum/ GI ladder, classroom having sitting capacity of 30 trainees,
blackboard, LCD monitor 32’’, Laptop

Grand Total Course Duration: 400 Hours 00 Minutes
(This syllabus/ curriculum has been approved by Construction Skill Development Council of India)

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)
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Trainer Prerequisites for Job role: "Assistant Electrician" mapped to Qualification
Pack: "CON/Q0602"
Sr. No.
1

Area
Job Description

2

Personal Attributes

3
4a

Minimum Educational
Qualifications
Domain Certification

4b

Platform Certification

5

Experience

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)

Details
To provide training to the trainees aspirant to become an Asst. Electrician
to support civil construction activities in construction sector
Person in this job role should have sound practical and theoretical
knowledge about electrical works needed to support construction
activities with good interpersonal skill, communication skill of explaining
and demonstrating domain subject matters. Individual should have hand
on experience in field of electrical works and be familiar to the
environment of construction project sites. Additionally he/ she should
have observation skills to find out specific need and area of improvement
of trainees and awareness of trade safety practices.
Class 10th
Certified for Job Role: “Construction Electrician - LV” mapped to QP:
“CON/N0603”. Minimum accepted % as per respective SSC guidelines is
70%.
Recommended that the Trainer is certified for the Job Role:
“Trainer”, mapped to the Qualification Pack: “SSC/Q1402”. Minimum
accepted % as per respective SSC guidelines is 70%.
i. Technical Degree holder with minimum Five years of Field & Two years
of teaching
experience (At least one year each at workers and Engineers level) or,
ii. In case of a Diploma Holder Ten years of field & five years of teaching
experience (Three years at worker level and two years at Engineers level)
having Total experience to 15 yrs. or,
iii. In case of specific to trades than should have qualified the Minimum
Level- 4 and have Fifteen years of field experience and Three years of
Teaching experience or,
iv. Graduate or Intermediate should possess at least Level – 4 Certificate
and have 12 years of field experience and two years of trade teaching
experience
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Annexure: Assessment Criteria
Assessment Criteria for <<Job Role>>
Job Role
Qualification Pack
Sector Skill Council
Sr.
No.

Assistant Electrician
CON/Q0602
Construction Skill Development Council of India

Guidelines for Assessment

1

Criteria for assessment for each Qualification Pack will be created by the Sector Skill Council. Each
Performance Criteria (PC) will be assigned marks proportional to its importance in NOS. SSC will also lay down
proportion of marks for Theory and Skills Practical for each PC.

2

The assessment for the knowledge part will be based on knowledge bank of questions created by Assessment
Bodies subject to approval by SSC

3

Individual assessment agencies will create unique question papers for knowledge/theory part for assessment
of candidates as per assessment criteria given below

4

Individual assessment agencies will create unique evaluations for skill practical for every student at each
examination/training centre based on assessment criteria.

5

The passing percentage for each QP will be 50%. To pass the Qualification Pack, every trainee should score a
minimum of 50% individually in each NOS.

6
7

The Assessor shall check the final outcome of the practices while evaluating the steps performed to achieve
the final outcome
The trainee shall be provided with a chance to repeat the test to correct his procedures in case of improper
performance, with a deduction of marks for each iteration.

8

After the certain number of iteration as decided by SSC the trainee is marked as fail, scoring zero marks for the
procedure for the practical activity.

9

In case of successfully passing only certain number of NOS's, the trainee is eligible to take subsequent
assessment on the balance NOS's to pass the Qualification Pack within the specified timeframe set by SSC.

10

Minimum duration of Assessment of each QP shall be of 4hrs/trainee.

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)
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Marks Allocation
Assessment
outcomes

CON/N0602:
Select and
use hand,
power tools
and
electrical
devices
relevant to
constructio
n electrical
works

Out
Of

Theory

Skills
Practical

PC1. select and handle appropriate hand and power tools for
establishing/ terminating electrical connections as per
requirement

7

2

5

PC2. select appropriate electrical measuring devices to examine
electrical units for power interruptions/ continuity

3

1

2

PC3. select appropriate tools and measuring devices to trace
out short circuits/ faults and leakages in electrical wiring

10

3

7

PC4. select electrical devices such as starters, circuit breakers,
relays as per equipment/ wiring installation rating, current
rating

3

1

2

PC5. follow operating procedure and standards set by
manufacturer while handling and using power tools and
measuring devices

7

2

5

PC6. perform basic checks on power tools prior to use

10

3

7

13

4

9

PC8. use hand and power tools to cut, and bend wire and
conduit as per electrical installation or maintenance work
requirement

10

3

7

PC9. use right tools to splice wires by stripping insulation from
terminal leads and twisting wires together

7

2

5

PC10. use appropriate hand and power tools to thread conduit
ends, connect couplings, and fabricate and secure conduit
support brackets

7

2

5

PC11. use appropriate hand, power tools and diagnostic
devices like digital ammeter, multimeter, tong tester, earth
tester or similar devices to install, repair power connections

10

3

7

PC12. maintain and upkeep of relevant tools and devices after
use

7

2

5

PC13. work safely as per standard practices, manufacturer’s
specifications and guidelines, electrical / organization safety
norms while carrying out any electrical work

7

2

5

100

30

70

7

2

5

7

2

5

Assessment Criteria for outcomes

PC7. use measuring instruments to measure size and dimension
of wires, conduits as per electrical installation or maintenance
work requirement

Total
Marks

100

Total
CON/N0603:
Install
temporary
lighting
arrangemen
t at
constructio
n sites

PC1. check and select cable, conduits , lights, sockets,
temporary power distribution panels at power source and other
required fixtures and accessories as per manufacturer’s
guidelines and specification
PC2. assist in /carry out laying of cables through ducts or
conduits, underground or through poles (overhead) as per
plans and instructions

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)
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Marks Allocation
Assessment
outcomes

Out
Of

Theory

Skills
Practical

PC3. select the type and wattage of lights considering
illumination requirement at worksite and install them at
secured positions

7

2

5

PC4. fix lights and its accessories, brackets, bulkheads with
screws and bolts or by other standard means, pull wires
through conduit leading to connection boxes, temporary
panels/ distribution boards or other temporary electrical
terminals

7

2

5

PC5. extend/ join LV electrical cable using straight through
joints, splicing them together and secure joints by applying PVC
insulation tapes, caps or by other safe method as and when
necessary

7

2

5

PC6. carry out termination of LV cables selecting the right
method as per standard practice

7

2

5

PC7. work safely as per electrical safety guidelines provided by
manufacturer, standard safety practice or organizational safety
norms while establishing or disconnecting live electrical
connections

3

1

2

PC8. upkeep of all relevant key electrical tools and fixtures

3

1

2

PC9. tag embedded, exposed electrical lines and other key
equipment appropriately

3

1

2

PC10. repair and replace light arrangements as per instruction
or requirement

7

2

5

PC11. replace burned out bulbs, light units and ballast in light
fixtures as needed

7

2

5

PC12. carry out relevant tests to trace out power interruptions/
continuity at lighting arrangements

10

3

7

PC13. replace damaged cable, other relevant parts as and when
necessary

7

2

5

PC14. shift light at various locations during construction activity
as per requirement

7

2

5

PC15. replace faulty circuit breakers, fuses, switches, electrical
and electronic components and wire as per requirement

10

3

7

PC16. perform preventive maintenance on diesel generators at
site provided for temporary lighting (if any) at scheduled
intervals as per direction of concerned authority

3

1

2

100

30

70

Assessment Criteria for outcomes

Total
Marks

Total

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)
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Marks Allocation
Assessment
outcomes

CON/N0604:
Install LV
electrical
wiring at
permanent
structures

Out
Of

Theory

Skills
Practical

PC1. identify and select house wiring components (such as
wires, flexible and rigid conduits, PVC raceways, wooden
battens, clamps etc.) according to their specification / size

7

2

5

PC2. read and interpret single phase LV wiring diagram

10

3

7

PC3. carry out necessary linear measurement to cut, bend, join
conduits and cables and use them as per requirement or
instruction

7

2

5

PC4. lay conduit through RCC structures (slabs, beams, walls) or
through chased wall (brick wall) surface as per instruction

7

2

5

PC5. lock conduit pipe in its location by means of clamp or
other standard means as per instruction

7

2

5

PC6. pull, push wires through conduits in order to expose them
at desired locations as per requirement

7

2

5

10

3

7

PC8. handle and shift electrical fixtures, fittings as per
instructions within workplace

7

2

5

PC9. assist in fixing of electrical fixtures and fittings as per
instruction

7

2

5

PC10. carry out termination of cables safely as per instruction

7

2

5

PC11. carry out necessary tests to electrical circuit during and
post wiring activity
using appropriate tools as per direction of electrician

10

3

7

PC12. assist in carrying out electrical earthing work by installing
earthing components as per instruction

10

3

7

PC13. work safely according to manufacturer guidelines,
specification, standard electrical safety practices or
organizational safety and as per direction of superior authority

7

2

5

100

30

70

10

3

7

10

3

7

PC3. ensure tightness and safe working condition of wires,
fixtures prior to connect the assembly with power source

3

1

2

PC4. connect DB to main power cable and undertake standard
tests to ensure its safe and desired working

7

2

5

Assessment Criteria for outcomes

PC7. perform drilling, cutting work as and when necessary using
appropriate hand and power tools

Total
Marks

100

Total
CON/N0605:
Assemble,
install and
maintain
temporary
LV electrical
panels
(distributio
n boards) at
constructio
n site

PC1. read relevant SLDs, instructions, safety guidelines,
manufacturer’s specifications prior to assemble temporary
panel/ distribution boards
PC2. select and install required fixtures like power sockets,
switches, wires, MCBs of appropriate specification as per circuit
load requirement

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)
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Marks Allocation
Assessment
outcomes

Out
Of

Theory

Skills
Practical

PC5. place and secure the distribution board against water, fire
and other external damaging agents

7

2

5

PC6. carry out proper termination of cables as per standard
practice while connecting to the sockets of the panel

7

2

5

PC7. carry out earthing of the panels as per standard procedure

10

3

7

PC8. work safely as per manufacturer’s guidelines,
specifications, standard electrical practices or organizational
safety norms whichever applicable

3

1

2

PC9. check and ensure necessary tagging, barricading near to
the live/ active electrical distribution boards

3

1

2

PC10. carry out visual inspection of the live/ active board
regularly to ensure safe working condition of all components

3

1

2

PC11. ensure that the live connections get discontinued after
completion of daily construction works in order to minimize
energy wastage and enhance working efficiency of electrical
units

3

1

2

PC12. respond promptly on failure/ damage or malfunctioning
of panel or any of its component

7

2

5

PC13. carry out necessary tests in order to determine root cause
of failure

10

3

7

PC14. report, notify concerned authorities prior to shut down,
deactivate or repair the electrical unit

3

1

2

PC15. replace, repair faulty components as per SLD, instruction,
safety guideline, manufacturer’s specification

7

2

5

PC16. carry out necessary documentation, keep records
relevant to maintenance/repairing of panels as per
organizational norms

3

1

2

PC17. isolate the panel safely and shift to another location as
and when necessary

3

1

2

100

30

70

PC1. pass on work related information/ requirement clearly to
the team members

7

2

5

PC2. inform co-workers and superiors about any kind of
deviations from work

7

2

5

10

3

7

PC4. receive instructions clearly from superiors and respond
effectively on same

7

2

5

PC5. communicate to team members/subordinates for
appropriate work technique and method

10

3

7

Assessment Criteria for outcomes

Total
Marks

Total
CON/N8001:
Work
effectively
in a team to
deliver
desired
results at
the
workplace

PC3. address the problems effectively and report if required to
immediate supervisor appropriately

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)
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Marks Allocation
Assessment
outcomes

Out
Of

Theory

Skills
Practical

PC6. seek clarification and advice as per requirement and
applicability

7

2

5

PC7. hand over the required material, tools tackles, equipment
and work fronts timely to interfacing teams

27

8

19

PC8. work together with co-workers in a synchronized manner

27

8

19

100

30

70

PC1. understand clearly the targets and timelines set by
superiors

7

2

5

PC2. plan activities as per schedule and sequence

7

2

5

PC3. provide guidance to the subordinates to obtain desired
outcome

10

3

7

PC4. plan housekeeping activities prior to and post completion
of work

7

2

5

PC5. list and arrange required resources prior to
commencement of work

10

3

7

10

3

7

PC7. complete the work with allocated resources

10

3

7

PC8. engage allocated manpower in an appropriate manner

10

3

7

PC9. use resources in an optimum manner to avoid any
unnecessary wastage

10

3

7

PC10. employ tools, tackles and equipment with care to avoid
damage to the same

7

2

5

PC11. organize work output, materials used, tools and tackles
deployed,

7

2

5

PC12. processes adopted to be in line with the specified
standards and instructions

7

2

5

100

30

70

PC1. identify and report any hazards, risks or breaches in site
safety to the appropriate authorities

7

2

5

PC2. follow emergency and evacuation procedures in case of
accidents, fires, natural calamities

7

2

5

10

3

7

PC4. participate in safety awareness programs like Tool Box
Talks, safety demonstrations, mock drills, conducted at site

7

2

5

PC5. identify near miss , unsafe condition and unsafe act

7

2

5

Assessment Criteria for outcomes

Total
Marks

Total

CON/N8002:
Plan and
organize
work to
meet
expected
outcomes

PC6. select and employ correct tools, tackles and equipment for
completion of desired work

100

Total
CON/N9001:
Work
according
to personal
health,
safety and
environmen
t protocol at
constructio
n site

PC3. follow recommended safe practices in handling
construction materials, including chemical and hazardous
material whenever applicable

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)
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Marks Allocation
Assessment
outcomes

Out
Of

Theory

Skills
Practical

PC6. use appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) as
per work requirements including:
• Head Protection (Helmets)
• Ear protection
• Fall Protection
• Foot Protection
• Face and Eye Protection
• Hand and Body Protection
• Respiratory Protection (if required)

10

3

7

PC7. handle all required tools, tackles , materials & equipment
safely

7

2

5

PC8. follow safe disposal of waste, harmful and hazardous
materials as per EHS guidelines

7

2

5

PC9. install and apply properly all safety equipment as
instructed

13

4

9

PC10. follow safety protocol and practices as laid down by site
EHS department

13

4

9

PC11. collect and deposit construction waste into identified
containers before disposal, separate containers that may be
needed for disposal of toxic or hazardous wastes

7

2

5

PC12. apply ergonomic principles wherever required

7

2

5

100

30

70

Assessment Criteria for outcomes

Total
Marks

Total

Assistant Electrician (NSQF Level – 3)
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Construction Skill Development Council
204, Aashirwad Complex, D-1, Green Park,New Delhi - 110016

Ref:NSDC/QA&Std/1.0/ CON/ Q 0601

Helper Electrician
CURRICULUM/SYLLABUS
This program is aimed at training candidates for the job of a Helper Electrician , in the Construction
Sector/Industry and aims at building the following key competencies amongst the learner
1. Introduction to Electrical Trade – General 5. Cutting, Filling, Leveling & Compaction of earth –
introduction to trade, basic units of measurement
Identification of tools required & procedure for
& role of an electrician in construction industry.
cutting, filling, leveling & compaction of earth.
2. Health, Safety & Environment applications in 6. Erection and dismantle of 3.6 meter temporary
Electrician occupation - Importance of Health &
scaffold – Standard procedure for erection &
Safety aspects & measures to be followed while
dismantle of scaffold.
working.
3. Identification & use of basic tools and 7. Wall chasing and conduit fixing for concealed
equipments – Terminology used in electrical
wiring - Standard procedure for wall chasing and
trade & uses of different types of tools &
conduit fixing for concealed wiring.
equipment in the trade
4. Material Handling & Storing – Standard 8. External threading on MS conduit – Standard
procedure to follow for efficient handling, shifting
procedure for external threading on MS conduit.
of material.

This course encompasses 7 out of 7 National Occupational Standards (NOS) of Helper Electrician
Qualification Pack issued by Construction Skill Development Skill .
S.
No

1

Topic/Module

Introduction to
Electrical Trade
( L)

Duration
(in Hours)

8 hrs

Key Learning Outcomes







Corresponding
NOS Code

General Discipline in the class room
General safety Rules
Basic knowledge of Unit & measurement
Basic knowledge of arithmetic calculation
Role of a Helper electrician
Job opportunities for a Helper electrician
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2

Health , Safety and
Environment
applications in
Electrician
occupation
( P/D/L)



24 hrs








3

Identification &
use of Basic tools
and equipments
( D/L )


24 hrs





4

Material Handling
& Storing
(P/D/L)


52 hrs






Need & importance of the safety on the
job site.
Safety precaution at site.
Knowledge of first aid & basic dressing
material
Do’s And Don’ts while working at height
Demonstration & use of PPE like safety
helmet, safety belts, shoes, hand gloves,
face mask etc.
Standards Housekeeping procedure
Waste disposal and pollution control of
organic and inorganic waste material
Importance and use of ELCB, Discharge
chain and discharge rod for electrical
safety.
Importance and use of Fire safety
equipment
Identification of working tools such as
pliers, screw drivers, hammers, files,
chisels etc.
Identification and uses of marking tools,
testing tools.
Identification and uses of electrical
equipment.
Commonly used Masonry hand tools Trowel, Spirit level, Mason square, Plumb
bob, Brick hammer, Pitching tool, Hand
saw, tampers, Chisel, etc.,
Loading, unloading & shifting of electrical
material in a proper sequence as per
methodology
Methods of storing and stacking cable
tray, Cable tray supports, Poles etc.
Method of handling electrical material
such as metallic and non-metallic conduit,
insulated wires, GI wires.
Safe procedure for storing and carrying
fuel, transformer –oil, chemicals etc.
Proper storing of hand tools and power
tools.

CON/N0048

CON/N0049

CON/N0050
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5

Cutting, Filling,
Levelling and
Compaction of
Earth
(P/L)


32 hrs








6

Erect and
dismantle 3.6
meter temporary
Scaffold
(D/P/L)


32 hrs








7

Wall chasing &
conduit fixing for
concealed wiring
(D/P/L)


56 hrs






Identification of tools (such as Trowel,
Shovel, Pan, Plumb bob, spade) requires
for cutting, filling, leveling, compaction.
Types of compaction Equipment Rammers, Vibratory Plates, Rollers.
Construction Features, Safety and use of
hand rollers and Rammers.
Cutting , filling of earth as per marking and
layout .
Methods of compaction of earth.
Knowledge about slope protection.
Types of scaffolds - Brick layers scaffold,
Needle scaffold, Mason’s s affold, tu ular
scaffold
Hand Tools required for erection &
dismantle of 3.6 m temporary scaffold.
Basic component required for erection of
different types of temporary scaffold.
Process of erecting & dismantle of 3.6 m
temporary scaffold.
Shifting of tools & material from bottom
level to higher level of scaffold.
Standard safety procedure while working
at height.
Necessity and meaning of wall chasing
Meaning of conduit
Power tools and hand tools required for
wall chasing
Safety pre autions / PPE’s used in wall
chasing and conduit fixing
Systems of Conduiting/ wiring
Types of Conduiting/ wiring
Specification of conduits & wiring
Correct procedure of marking
Housekeeping Practices

CON/N0031

CON/N0006

CON/N0051
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Threading nomenclature and tools used –
Dies.

8

External threading
on MS conduit
(D/P/L)

72 hrs



Types of Threads - Right hand and left hand



Use of die stock and lubricant.



Threads - Care and Maintenance.



Holding and cutting tools and their
application.

CON/N0052

Total Programme Duration: 300 Hours
This sylla us/ urri ulu has ee approved y Co stru tio “e tor “kill Cou il .
D : Demonstration
L : Learning
P : Practical
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Model Curriculum
CCTV Installation Technician
SECTOR: ELECTRONICS
SUB-SECTOR: IT HARDWARE
OCCUPATION: AFTER SALES SERVICE
REF ID: ELE/Q4605 VERSION 1.0
NSQF LEVEL: 4
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CCTV INSTALLATION
TECHNICIAN
CURRICULUM / SYLLABUS
This course encompasses 4 out of 4 National Occupational Standards (NOS) of “CCTV INSTALLATION Technician”
Qualification Pack issued by “Electronic Sector Skill Council”.
Program Name

CCTV INSTALLATION Technician

Qualification Pack Name &
Reference ID.

ELE/Q4605 VERSION 1.0

Version No.

1.0

Pre-requisites to Training

10th Standard Pass

Training Outcomes

After completing this programme, participants will be able to:

Version Update Date

12-May-2017

 Interact with the customer in order to identify and understand their
requirements.
 Ensure customer satisfaction
 Install and Repair dysfunctional system.
 Identify dysfunctional components through visual inspection and by use
of multimeter
 To understand CCTV camera installation requirement in terms of
equipment, system, tools, applications appropriate for a particular site.
 Select Suitable cameras & DVR to provide the better solution to the
customers.
 Read and Comprehend signs, labels and warning
 Communicate effectively
 Follow behaviour etiquettes while interacting with others
 Establishing good working relationships with colleagues within and
outside the department by coordinating

CCTV INSTALLATION Technician
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Sr. No.

Module

1

Key Learning Outcomes
Understand the surveillance system.

Basics
ofSecurity
Surveillance
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
16 :00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
16 :00

Equipment Required


 Knowledge of pro’s & con’s of
surveillance.
 Explain
the
facts
of
video
surveillance
 Explain and construct various nodes
of CCTV surveillance system

Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N4611
2

Functions of Video
Surveillance
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
16 :00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
16 :00

 Camera.
 Constructing of a video surveillance
 DVR.
system.
 Explain function of
blocks
and  Cables
 Adapter
equipment required to implement a
 Display device.
video surveillance system.

 Understanding the facts
about
CCTV and its interfacing devices

Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N4611
3

Types of Cameras and
their functions
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
16 :00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
16 :00
Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N4611

4
Sensors, Light,

 Camera(diff. types).
 Understanding the various types of
i.
*CCTV cameras
camera and their functionality.
ii. Analog Camera
 Reassembling the camera & exam
iii. HD Camera
the parts of camera to understand
iv. IP Cameras
their mechanism.
v. Dome
 Selecting suitable camera after vi. bullet
understanding
vii.
IR
viii. IR array
ix. Vandal Proof
x. Vari-focal
xi. Box camera
xii.
Wifi camera
xiii. PTZ
 DVR.
 Cable
 Screw driver set
 Display.
 Different types of lens and their
utility.

 Lenses(diff. types).
 Screw driver set

Lens(and selection) and  Differentiate & select the
best  Camera
About Zoom
 DVR
camera from the same group
depending on the
image quality
Theory Duration
being measured by TVL chart.
(hh:mm)
CCTV INSTALLATION Technician
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Corresponding NOS
Code

 Selecting a camera for
higher
security application.
 About Illumination & it’s functionality
 Different types of zoom technologies
& their utility to get a better output in
surveillance.
 Angle of view settings

ELE/N4610

 Selecting the proper lenses will give

16 :00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
16 :00

you a quality output.
5
DVR and Switcher
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
17:00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
17 :00
Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N4611

6
Principles of Network
Remote Accessing
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
17 :00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
17 :00
Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N4611
ELE/N4610
ELE/N4609
7

Install the CCTV
Camera
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
17 :00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
17 :00
Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N4610

CCTV INSTALLATION Technician

 Customer Application Form
 Feedback Form
the image transmitted by a camera.
 Packages Form
 Explain the
function of
various  Props depending on Activity
 DVR as interface to view and record
blocks of DVR.

 Understand the recording format of
a DVR.
 Enabling and disabling the features
of a DVR depending on the level of
surveillance
and
customer
requirement.
 Sequential switcher Matrix switcher
 Automatic Sequential
Switcher
switches the images at specified
intervals.
 Explain the nodes for remote access
of a CCTV camera / DVR

 Videos
 Powerpoint
 Laptop

 Projector

 Projector Screen
 White Board
 Marker

 DVR.
 Camera

 Configuring the DVR with
Different  Cable
 LAN connection/Modem.
type of router configuration
 Laptop
o Connection setup
o Confirming
the  Display
Connection.
o Connecting DVR to the
router
o Port Forwarding guide by
router
o Eg. D-Link, Net gear ,
Linksys

 DVR DDNS Configuration
 To
understand
the
warranty  Practical Lab
a.
Computer
associated
with the
hardware
b. LCD display
product
c. White board
 To know related documents for the
d. Marker
hardware equipments
e. Tool Kit for installing
 To know company’s policy
on
camera
product’s warranty and other terms
f. Installation manual
and conditions
g. Safety precaution manual
 To
know company’s
customer
h. Hardware equipment
support and service policy
 Cables
 To know camera specifications such
a. co-axial(3+1 cable )
as focus, lens type, zoom
b. twisted pair (CAT 6)
 To check the hardware equipments
c. Routers
before taking to the installation site
d. Switchers
 To replace the hardware if there is
 connectors
any issue or malfunction is found
a. BNC
while testing
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 To Know different types of electronic
surveillance products and
functionalities
 To read the standard operating
procedures for different equipment
 To Know elements of CCTV
systems such as camera, DVR,
monitor
 To check for critical equipment such
as camera, recorder w.r.t quality and
output
 To ensure all the tools, equipments,
utilities are available in good to
enable installing in single visit
 To know specification and the
procedures to be followed for setting
up the system
 To know functions of electrical and
mechanical parts or modules
 To know power requirement of
different CCTV related equipment
 To use BNC connectors for joining
cables and crimp them
 To connect all the cables from
multiple cameras to the CCTV
system area
 To know installation procedures
given in the manuals• To use power
cable of specified thickness to
connect CCTV system with power
supply
 To know basic electronics involved
in the hardware
 To know voltage and power
requirement for different hardware
devices
 To know voltage requirement and
other
specification
on
CCTV
hardware
 To mount the CCTV camera so as to
cover maximum area
 To decide whether the camera
requires any enclosure to protect
from dust, vandalism and climatic
conditions
 To know camera specifications such
as focus, lens type, zoom
 To know controls of different options
in camera such as rotation, speed of
movement in pan / tilt camera
 To use stable mounting structure
and ensure that is not disturbed by
wind or rain which would affect the
video quality
 To decide on the height of camera
installation according to the end
purpose (for example: if the visitor
entering the premise is to be

b.

Power pin
c. RJ-45 jacks
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monitored, camera should not be
placed too high and their face would
not be captured)
To set up the type of camera such
as pan, tilt, zoom unit as per
customer requirement
To set camera controls
To connect the power and video
output cable to the camera
To use tools such as diagonal
cutters, screwdrivers, crimp tools,
knife for cabling and camera
mounting
To use recommended tools for
specific equipment to avoid damage
To know functions of electrical and
mechanical parts or modules
To know how to operate the system
and other hardware
To
follow standard
operating
procedure of tools and equipments
and avoid any hazard
To follow the installation manual for
specific hardware product
To follow standard safety
procedures while installing
To know installation procedures
given in the manuals
To operate hardware equipment in
CCTV system
To Know safety rules, policies and
procedures –To Know quality
standards to be followed
To use other specific devices for
installation of camera
To improve work processes
To ensure that only quality hardware
products are procured complying to
industry and quality standards
To ensure product installation and
user manual is available which
should be given to the user or
customer
To ensure that there are no cable
joins, sharp bends during cabling
To ensure weather proof (UV proof)
cable are used in outdoors
To ensure that cabling is sturdy,
protected and does not disturb the
ambience of building
To ensure that cameras are
protected from light while installing
in outdoor
To ensure the intended area is
covered during movement in case of
tilt or pan type of camera
To assess power requirement of
camera and use required power
Page 8 of 19

supply and cable
 To educate customer on use
of
cameras for desired monitoring and
warranty
period
and
annual
maintenance requirement
 To ensure zero• material damage
while handling the equipment during
installation process
 To install target number of CCTVs
as per company’s policy
 To know company’s sales and after
sales support policy
 To know company’s
policy on
product’s warranty and other terms
and conditions
 To know company’s
customer
support and service policy
 To
know
importance
of the
individual’s role in the workflow
 To know
company’s policies on:
incentives, delivery standards, and
personnel management
 To share work load as required
 To achieve the targets given on
installations
 To reduce repetition of errors
8

Setup the CCTV
Surveillance system
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
17 :00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
17 :00
Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N4611

CCTV INSTALLATION Technician

 To procure and place the Digital
Video
Recorder (DVR)
in an
appropriate place as per customer’s
requirement
 To connect all the cameras installed
to the DVR
 To ensure that all cameras are
connected to the DVR and the
wiring is appropriate
 To connect the monitor (TV / PC)
with the video output connection in
the DVR
 To connect speakers, if required, for
audio output to DVR
 To connect the camera optional
controls (tilt / pan / zoom) to DVR
 To use DVR link option to connect
with other DVR in the network
 To connect the DVR to router, if
required,
to
enable
remote
monitoring
 To connect the power supply of
DVR, monitor, speakers to set up
the system
 To install the appropriate software
for IP network or remote monitoring
 To enter the appropriate IP address
to receive the video signals through
IP network / internet
 To connect
all equipments
and
switch on to start the video capture

 Practical Lab
a.

Computer

b.
c.
d.
e.

LCD display
White board
Marker
Tool Kit for installing
camera
f. Installation manual
g. Safety precaution manual
h. Hardware equipment
 Cables
a. co-axial(3+1 cable )
b. twisted pair (CAT 6)
c. Routers
d. Switchers
 Connectors
a. BNC
b. Power pin
c. RJ-45 jacks
 CCTV cameras
a. Analog Camera
b. HD Camera
c. IP Cameras
d. Dome
e. Bullet
f. IR
g. IR array
h. Vandal Proof
i. Vari-focal
j. Box camera
k. Wifi camera
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l. PTZ
 DVR and NVR
a. 4 channel
b. 8 channel
c. 16 channel
 DVR cards.
9

Cables
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
16 :00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
16 :00
Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N4610
ELE/N9909

10

Survey, planning and
maintenance
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
16 :00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
16 :00
Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N4609
ELE/N4610

CCTV INSTALLATION Technician

 Interfacing the camera with the DVR  Cables
a. Coaxial
with suitable medium depending on
b. Fiber Optic
the wishing network / system if any.
c. Cat 5
 Explain and collecting tools required
d. Crimper
to set up a surveillance system.
e. Connectors
 Discuss with the other
team
f. Cutters
members and about the required
 Cables
specification of a system.
a. co-axial(3+1 cable )
 Help the team member as a good
b. twisted pair (CAT 6)
support worker to create and
c. Routers
surveillance system and
remain
d. Switchers
quite and patience at the time of  Connectors
installation / fault finding.
a. BNC
b. Power pin
c. RJ-45 jacks
 CCTV cameras
a. Analog Camera
b. HD Camera
c. IP Cameras
d. Dome
e. Bullet
f. IR
g. IR array
h. Vandal Proof
i. Vari-focal
j. Box camera
k. Wifi camera
l. PTZ
 DVR and NVR
a. 4 channel
b. 8 channel
c. 16 channel
DVR cards.
 Making a good site survey and  Connectors
a.
BNC
identifying the location of
the
b. Power pin
camera to be fixed.
c. RJ-45 jacks
 Selecting
the suitable
camera
depending on the coverage area  CCTV cameras
a. Analog Camera
required by the customer.
b. HD Camera
 Help & co-operate with the team
c. IP Cameras
members while taking measurement
d. Dome
of the site.
e. Bullet
 Interfacing & connecting the camera
f. IR
and synchronizing it with control
g. IR array
room.
h. Vandal Proof
 To make understand the recording &
i. Vari-focal
retrieving process of
previously
j. Box camera
recorded footage to the controller of
Page 10 of
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ELE/N9909

11
Interaction with
customers and
colleagues, concept of
team work
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
16 :00
Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
16:00

k. Wifi camera
the system.
 Convince the customer about the
l. PTZ
best available camera for better  DVR and NVR
surveillance.
a. 4 channel
b. 8 channel
c. 16 channel
 DVR cards
 DVR(Diff. Types)
 Camera(Diff. Types).
 Adapter
 Cable(Diff. Types).
 Screw driver
 Display
 Projector
 Understand the basic requirements  Laptop

of the customer.

 Help them to choose the best
solution.
 Continuous interaction
with the
customer for any installation or post
installation maintenance

Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N4609
ELE/N9909
Unique Equipment Required:

Total Duration

Theory Duration
180:00
Practical Duration
180:00
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Allen Key Set
Cable
(RJ-6 video cable)
Cable
(2 core power cable)
Cable
(CAT-5)
CCTV Camera IR Dome (Analog)
CCTV Camera IR Bullet with IP66
CCTV Camera Box Camera with Outside housing
CCTV Camera IP Camera - Dome
CCTV Camera vandal proof camera
Crimping Tool
Wire Cutter
Digital Multimeter
Digital Video Recorder 4 Channel and 8 channel
hard disk purple color - video surveillance hard disk
Nose Pliers
Hammer
Paper cutter/knife
Insulation Tape
Electrical Drill
Drill bit Set
Electrician Plier
ESD Gloves
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LCD Monitor
(minimum 15 inch required)
Line Tester
Screw Driver Set
Wire Stripper
Safety Shoes
Safety Gloves
Safety Helmet
Cable
cat-5
Connectors
(vga connectors)
DC Connector (for power cables)
LAN Tester
(for crimping of RJ 45 connectors1)
8-port switch
PC
(for the configuration of DVR)

Grand Total Course Duration: 360 Hours 00 Minutes
(This syllabus/ curriculum has been approved Electronics Sector Skills Council of India

CCTV INSTALLATION Technician
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Annexure A: TRAINER Pre-Requisites
Trainer Prerequisites for Job role: “CCTV INSTALLATION Technician” mapped to
Qualification Pack: “ELE/ Q 4605 Version1.0”
Sr. Area
No.
1
Job Description

2

Personal Attributes

3

Minimum Educational
Qualifications

4a

Domain Certification

4b

Platform Certification

5

Experience

CCTV INSTALLATION Technician

Details
The individual at work is responsible for installing the CCTV system in the
customer premises. The individual understand the customer and site
requirement, installs the camera and integrates the hardware for effective
CCTV surveillance system functioning.
The individual must be willing to work in the field and travel through the
day from one customer’s premise to another. Punctuality, amenable
behaviour, patience, good interpersonal relationship building,
trustworthiness, integrity, and critical thinking are important attributes for
this Job
Diploma in Electronics with at least 1• 2 years of
experience
in
installation and troubleshooting of Set Top Box and Direct to Home
(DTH) systems. Should have excellent communication skills
Certified for Job Role: “CCTV Installation Technician” mapped to QP:
“ELE/Q4605”. Minimum accepted score =70%.
Recommended that the Trainer is certified for the Job Role: “Trainer”,
mapped to the Qualification Pack: ““SSC/1402”.
1- 2 years of experience in installation and troubleshooting of CCTV

Page 13 of
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Annexure B: ASSESSMENT Criteria
Assessment Criteria for CCTV
INSTALLATION Technician
Job Role
Qualification Pack
Sector Skill Council
Sr.
No.
1

2
3
4
5
6

CCTV INSTALLATION Technician
ELE/ Q4605 version1.0
Electronic

Guidelines for Assessment
Criteria for assessment for each Qualification Pack will be created by the Sector Skill Council.
Each Performance Criteria (PC) will be assigned marks proportional to its importance in NOS.
SSC will also lay down proportion of marks for Theory and Skills Practical for each PC.
The assessment for the theory part will be based on knowledge bank of questions created by
the SSC.
Individual assessment agencies will create unique question papers for theory part for each
candidate at each examination/training centre(as per assessment criteria below)
Individual assessment agencies will create unique evaluations for skill practical for every
student at each examination/training canter based on this criteria
To pass the Qualification Pack, every trainee should score a minimum of 70% in each NOS
In case of successfully passing only certain number of NOS's, the trainee is eligible to take
subsequent assessment on the balance NOS's to pass the Qualification Pack.

Element

Performance Criteria

Tota
l
Mar
ks
(400
)

Out
Of

Marks
Allocation
The Skill
ory
s
Prac
tical

1.
ELE/N4609
Visit site
and
understan
d
customer
requireme
nt

PC1. greet the customer and listen to their requirements
PC2. understand the basic requirement of the customer
PC3. understand the basic layout of site where the CCTV
system to be installed from the customer

100

3
3
3

1
1
1

2
2
2

3

1

2

3

1

2

5

2

3

5

2

3

PC4. check with customer about time for visit, field work
and confirm location
PC5. follow etiquette when interacting with customers as
per company policy
PC6. interact with the customers to understand the
purpose of CCTV installation
PC7. understand the system monitoring requirement
including combination of viewing, recording and replay

CCTV INSTALLATION Technician
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5

2

3

3
3

1
1

2
2

3

1

2

4

2

2

4

2

2

3

1

2

4

2

2

PC16. suggest the CCTV systems that could fulfil
customer’s and site requirement
PC17. suggest the type of camera and recording system to
be installed
PC18. suggest the hardware / software requirements if it
has to be connected with IP network or for remote
monitoring
PC19. suggest the hardware system that suit the
customer budget and meet the functional requirement

3

1

2

3

1

2

4

2

2

3

1

2

PC20. assess any hesitation from customer on selection
of system and provide an alternative solution

3

1

2

PC21. confirm the number and type of camera to be
installed as per the site requirement
PC22. take confirmation on mounting points of camera
in the site
PC23. confirm the location of system placement (recorder
and monitoring)
PC24. confirm the monitor or hardware requirement (TV /
PC) and whether it is available
PC25. confirm the type of transmission to output device:
IP network or Digital Video Recorder (DVR) or remote
and confirm hardware requirements
PC26. estimate the time for installation process
and inform the customer
PC27. inform the customer about hardware details
including cost and take their sign off
PC28. ask open and close-ended questions to understand
the customer requirement and expectation about the
CCTV system

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

3

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

1

4

2

2

PC8. understand the type of camera preferred by
customer such as fixed camera, pan/tilt, zoom
options, day/night camera
PC9. visit the site and understand the layout
PC10. seek customer’s approval for visiting the rooms
in the premises
PC11. understand the area and other measurement
specifications
PC12. identify the locations where the CCTV camera to be
installed which could capture maximum area in the video
coverage
PC13. decide if any mounting structure or pole is
required for camera installing
PC14. understand the building structure for
cabling purpose
PC15. interact with customer to inform the observation
made from surveillance aspect after the site check

CCTV INSTALLATION Technician
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2.
ELE/N4610
Install the
CCTV
camera
hardware

PC29. educate about different systems and equipments
available to meet customer requirements

4

2

2

PC30. achieve customer satisfaction on engagement
behaviour such as listening to complaints or appropriate
dressing
PC31. educate customers about the different type of
CCTV systems available in the market and suggest an ideal
system for the site

4

1

3

3

1

2

TOT
AL

100

40

60

100

4

2

2

4

2

2

PC3. understand the warranty associated with the
hardware product
PC4. and related documents for the hardware
equipments
PC5. check the hardware equipments before taking to the
installation site
PC6. replace the hardware if there is any issue or
malfunction is found while testing
PC7. check for critical equipment such as camera,
recorder w.r.t quality and output
PC8. ensure all the tools, equipments, utilities are
available in good to enable installing in single visit

3

1

2

4

2

2

4

2

2

4

2

2

3

1

2

4

2

2

PC9. lay the cables in the building or site to connect the
camera and system
PC10. ensure adequate length of co-axial and other cables
are available for installation
PC11. use BNC connectors for joining cables and crimp
them
PC12. use power cable of specified thickness to connect
CCTV system with power supply
PC13. connect all the cables from multiple cameras to the
CCTV system area
PC14. mount the CCTV camera so as to cover maximum
area
PC15. decide whether the camera requires any enclosure
to protect from dust, vandalism and climatic conditions

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

3

1

2

3

1

2

PC16. use stable mounting structure and ensure that is
not disturbed by wind or rain which would affect the
video quality

3

1

2

PC1. procure the hardware required for CCTV system
installation
PC2. ensure that all the hardware matches the customer
requirement, agreed features and specifications

CCTV INSTALLATION Technician
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3.
ELE/N4611

PC17. decide on the height of camera installation
according to the end purpose (for example: if the visitor
entering the premise is to be monitored, camera should
not be placed too high and their face would not be
captured)
PC18. set up the type of camera such as pan, tilt, zoom
unit as per customer requirement
PC19. set camera controls
PC20. connect the power and video output cable to the
camera
PC21. use tools such as diagonal cutters, screwdrivers,
crimp tools, knife for cabling and camera mounting

3

1

2

3

1

2

3
3

1
1

2
2

4

2

2

PC22. follow standard operating procedure of tools and
equipments and avoid any hazard
PC23. follow the installation manual for specific hardware
product
PC24. use recommended tools for specific equipment to
avoid damage
PC25. follow standard safety procedures while installing
PC26. ensure that only quality hardware products are
procured complying to industry and quality standards

4

2

2

4

2

2

4

2

2

4
2

2
1

2
1

PC27. ensure product installation and user manual is
available which should be given to the user or customer

2

1

1

PC28. ensure that there are no cable joins, sharp bends
during cabling
PC29. ensure weather proof (UV proof) cable are used in
outdoors
PC30. ensure that cabling is sturdy, protected and does
not disturb the ambience of building
PC31. ensure that cameras are protected from light while
installing in outdoor
PC32. ensure the intended area is covered during
movement in case of tilt or pan type of camera

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

0

2

2

0

2

2

0

2

PC33. assess power requirement of camera and use
required power supply and cable
PC34. educate customer on use of cameras for desired
monitoring and warranty period and annual maintenance
requirement
PC35. ensure zero-material damage while handling the
equipment during installation process
PC36. install target number of CCTVs as per company’s
policy

2

0

2

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

100

40

60

2

1

1

PC1. procure and place the Digital Video Recorder (DVR)
in an appropriate place as per customer’s requirement

CCTV INSTALLATION Technician

100
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Setup the
CCTV
surveillanc
e system
camera
and DVR
with
the system

PC2. connect all the cameras installed to the DVR
PC3. ensure that all cameras are connected to the DVR
and the wiring is appropriate
PC4. connect the monitor (TV / PC) with the video output
connection in the DVR
PC5. connect speakers, if required, for audio output to
DVR
PC6. connect the camera optional controls (tilt / pan /
zoom) to DVR
PC7. use DVR link option to connect with other DVR in the
network
PC8. connect the DVR to router, if required, to enable
remote monitoring
PC9. connect the power supply of DVR, monitor, speakers
to set up the system
PC10. install the appropriate software for IP network or
remote monitoring
PC11. enter the appropriate IP address to receive the
video signals through IP network / internet

3
3

1
1

2
2

3

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

5

2

3

5

2

3

5

2

3

PC12. connect all equipments and switch on to start the
video capture
PC13. perform a demo of CCTV system operation with the
customer
PC14. ensure that all the controls in the system are
properly working
PC15. ensure that pan, tilt, zoom options of the camera
are working
PC16. monitor and switch to multiple camera installed
and connected in the system
PC17. perform viewing, recording and replaying the video
captured in the system as per customer requirement
PC18. take corrective action and fix the issues such as no
video, lack of clarity in the system when found
PC19. perform remote monitoring and controls
associated if it is opted by customer
PC20. inform customer on adequate information about
hardware device or software
PC21. instruct customer on use of and procedures to be
followed for operating the system or hardware

5

2

3

3

1

2

2

1

1

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

7

3

4

7

3

4

PC22. receive the work order from the superior
PC23. report on the work load and completion status
PC24. escalate the problems that cannot be resolved at
field level with reason
PC25. submit the feedback form on customer satisfaction
level with respect to the installation
PC26. accurately report work status through proper
documentation as per company’s standards

3
3
3

1
1
1

2
2
2

3

1

2

3

1

2

CCTV INSTALLATION Technician
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4.
ELE/N0009
Coordinate
with
colleagues

PC27. ensure that there is no problem after installing the
CCTV system and the output video is per customer’s
expectation
PC28. confirm acceptance on installing any hardware or
software in the system
PC29. inform customer about warranty and other terms
and conditions on the hardware equipment

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

PC30. provide relevant documents to customers on
completion of installation
PC31. achieve 100% satisfaction with customer on
installation service
PC32. achieve 100% on time completion of field
installation with reference to agreed target and time or
reasons for not meeting target

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

TOT
AL

100

40

60

100

5
5
5

2
2
2

3
3
3

5
5
5

2
2
2

3
3
3

5

2

3

5
5
5

2
2
2

3
3
3

10

4

6

10

4

6

10

4

6

10

4

6

10

4

6

100

40

60

PC1. understand and assess work requirements
PC2. understand the targets and incentives
PC3. understand new operating procedures and
constraints
PC4. report problems in the field
PC5. resolve personnel issues
PC6. receive feedback on work standards and customer
satisfaction
PC7. communicate any potential hazards at a particular
location
PC8. meet given targets
PC9. deliver work of expected quality despite constraints
PC10. receive positive feedback on behaviour and
attitude shown during interaction
PC11. interact with colleagues from different functions
and understand the nature of their work
PC12. receive spares from tool room or stores; deposit
faulty modules and tools to stores
PC13. pass on customer complaints to colleagues in a
respective geographical area
PC14. assist colleagues with resolving field problems
resolve conflicts and achieve smooth workflow
PC15. follow the company policy during cross functional
interaction

TOT
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Solar Panel Installation
Technician
CURRICULUM / SYLLABUS
This program is aimed at training candidates for the job of a “Solar Panel Installation Technician”, in the “Electronics”
Sector/Industry and aims at building the following key competencies amongst the learner
Program Name

Solar Panel Installation Technician

Qualification Pack Name &
Reference ID. ID

Solar Panel Installation Technician (ELE/Q5901)

Version No.

1.0

Pre-requisites to Training

10th Standard passed
ITI/Diploma (electrical, mechanical)
* Minimum 6 months preferred but not mandatory in equipment installation
After completing this programme, participants will be able to:
• Fundamentals of PV Solar Systems
• Ensuring effective functioning of solar energy system after installation
• Solar PV Technology and usage
• Proactive Maintenance
• Assessing the installation site, understanding the installation
• pre-requisites, arranging for installation materials, mounting and installing the
panels at customer’s premises.

Training Outcomes

Solar Panel Installation Technician

Version Update Date

24 – 03 – 2015

1

This course encompasses 3 out of 3 National Occupational Standards (NOS) of “Solar Panel Installation Technician”
Qualification Pack issued by “Electronics Sector skill Council of India”.
Sr.
No.
1

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

Equipment Required

Solar PV Essentials

• Global overview of Power Development.
• Global overview of Renewable Energy
Development including Solar
• National overview of Power Development
• National overview of Renewable Energy
Development including Solar
• The Need of Solar Power, Benefits, Application of
Solar Energy
• Solar Power Myths
• basics on solar energy and power generation
systems.
• Basic principles of Solar Power (Solar Photovoltaic,
Solar Thermal, Dish Type, Solar Tower)
• Manufacturing process for Solar Photovoltaic and
Solar thermal equipments
• Use and handling procedure of solar panels,
energy storage, control and conversion
• Basic electrical system and functioning of various
electrical devices
• AC and DC Supply essentials
• Components of Solar Systems
• mechanical equipments and its functioning
• maintenance procedure of equipments
• site survey, design and evaluation of various
parameters
• tools involved in installation of system
• quality and process standards
• occupational health and safety standards
• waste management and disposal procedures and
standards
• importance of wearing protective clothing and
other safety gear while
• carrying out installation
• precautions to be taken while handling different
electrical and mechanical products
• read product and equipment manuals, installation
manuals, etc.
• read warnings, instructions and other text material
on product labels, components, etc.
• fill in job completion form after installation
activities have been completed
• to clearly communicate installation and design
instructions to team
• to clearly communicate customer’s requirements
• to communicate the constraints and quality
requirements to team

•
•

Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
20:00

Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
22:00

Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N5901
KB1 to KB 13
ELE/N5901
KB1 to KB 19
ELE/N9952
KB1 to KB2
ELE/N9953
KB1 to KB4

2

Core Skills/
Generic Skills
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
05:00

Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
10:00

Solar Panel Installation Technician

•

•
•
•
•
•

Projector
Different types of
Solar Panels
Components of a
Solar PV
Installation
Systems
Solar Lighting and
other application
systems
Inverters
Charge Controllers
Testing Equipments
Hand tools

Product Manuals of PV
Panels, Charge
Controllers, Inverters,
Battery Bank, On Grid
and Off Grid System
components
Solar application
appliances

2

Sr.
No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

Equipment Required

• purpose and specification of tools used in
maintenance activity
• how to operate/use different tools such as screw
driver, inspection fixtures, wire cutter, pliers, tester,
spanner, etc.
• how to handle tools and equipments and maintain
them in a good condition
• how to interact with supervisor to understand the
daily production target
• how to interact with co workers in order to co
ordinate work processes
• Reflective thinking
• Decision making
• Critical Thinking

•
•

Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N5901
SA1 to SA3
ELE/N5902
SA1 to SA3
ELE/N9952
SA1 to SA5
3

Professional Skills
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
05:00

Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
10:00

Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N5901
SB1 to SB5

Hand tools
Testing tools

ELE/N5902
SB1 to SB8
ELE/N9952
SB1 to SB4
ELE/N9953
SB1 to SB2
4

Understanding the
work requirement

•
•

Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
04:00

Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
08:00

Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N5901
PC1 to PC6

Solar Panel Installation Technician

•
•
•
•
•

understand the individual work requirement and
areas of operation
interact with the supervisor in order to
understand the installation targets for the day
and/or week
understand the location of installations and
optimise the route plan
plan the day’s activities and the complete work
plan for each installation
coordinate with the various departments and
persons involved in installation
operation such as design, logistics, material
handling and stores
minimise absenteeism and report to work on time

Videos, PPT’s, Laptop,
Projector,
Projector Screen, White
Board,
Marker, Duster,
Attendance Sheet,
Feedback Form,
Internet

3

Sr.
No.
5

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

Equipment Required

Collecting material
for installation and
Ensuring quality of
material and
handling

• arrange for and collect the solar panels as per
customer’s requirement
• ensure that the quantity of modules / panels
match the voltage requirement of the system
• arrange for mounting stands as per design
• arrange for tools and consumables required for
mounting the solar panels
• decide on the workforce required and arrange for
team
• ensure that only company recommended quality
materials are used unless specified by customer
• ensure all the materials procured are QC passed
• PC26. ensure that module is not damaged and the
outer glass is not broken
• PC27. understand the material handling
requirement and follow the standard
operating procedure while moving them
• PC28. cover the glass module with an opaque
material to ensure that there is no
electricity generation before installation
• PC29. ensure standard module handling
procedure such as two people should lift a
• module, module should not be carried on head,
etc.
• PC30. ensure that modules are stored in a way that
it is not damaged by falling or by any external
disturbance
• company’s policies on: incentives, personnel
management
• company’s code of conduct
• importance of individual’s role in the work flow
• organisation culture
• company’s reporting structure
• company’s documentation policy
• company’s different department and concerned
authority
• company’s installation policy
• company’s customer support policy

Charge Controllers
Invertors
On Grid and Off Grid
system components
Application
Equipments

• understand the customer requirement on
installation
• ensure that all appropriate materials are available

Charge Controllers
Invertors
On Grid and Off Grid

Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
04:00

Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
08:00

Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N5901
PC19 to PC30

6

Organizational
Context
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
03:00

Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
03:00

Charge Controllers
Invertors
On Grid and Off Grid
system components
Application
Equipments

Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N5901
KA 1 to KA9
ELE/N5902
KA 1 to KA9
ELE/N9952
KA 1 to KA3
ELE/N9953
KA1 to KA4
7

Understanding
installation and

Solar Panel Installation Technician

4

Sr.
No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

Equipment Required

material usage
procedure and
Assessing mounting

during installation time
• ensure that the installation meets the local
building rules and regulations
• ensure to disconnect PV module from any electric
sources such as batteries, inverters, etc., before
working on the module
• check that the module is defect free before
installing
• ensure to take specified measures such as fire
resistance, corrosion resistance for the module
during installation
• To be competent, the user/ individual must be
able to:
• understand the type of mounting and other
accessories required
• assess the degree of inclination and angle of tilt of
PV module for the specific area, locality or region
to enable the system absorb maximum annual
sunlight
• ensure that sunlight falls perpendicular to the PV
module to absorb maximum energy
• ensure that panels are mounted in a place where
there is no shade at any time of the year
• ensure that mounting is strong to withstand wind,
rain, etc.
• ensure that any special construction requirement
for mounting is done by following acceptable
quality standards, especially, in rooftop
installations
• use approved tools for mounting
• set the mounting fixture firmly at the desired
location
• remove packaging of the solar panel carefully
• handle the panels carefully without damaging the
material
• take safety measures and wear protection gear
such as gloves to avoid shock / injuries while
handling modules
• cover the module with opaque material while
installing to avoid any current generation
• ensure that junction box in covered
• do not disturb or disassemble any part of the
module part during installation
• take necessary precautions for fire resistance of
modules
• use recommended material of solar cable and
plugs for electrical connection
• Install spare fuse to avoid any short circuits as per
company policy
• mount the module on the fixture with the
mounting rails using bolts and nuts

system components
Application
Equipments
Testing Equipments
Clamping Accessories
for installation

Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
10:00

Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
15:00

Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N5902
PC1 to PC14

8

Installing the panel
and Connecting the
system and check for
functioning
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
10:00

Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
30:00

Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N5902

Solar Panel Installation Technician

Charge Controllers
Invertors
On Grid and Off Grid
system components
Application
Equipments
Testing Equipments
Clamping Accessories
for installation

5

Sr.
No.

9

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

PC15 to PC32

• ensure that the panels are mounted firmly To be
competent, the user/ individual must be able to:
use the cables to connect multiple PV modules in
combination to generate the desired voltage and
currentchoose type of connection, i.e., series or
parallel, as per designuse recommended cable to
generate maximum voltage. Check the maximum
system voltage as per the installation and follow
adjustment measures accordingly to match output
requirementensure that the modules are
grounded as specifiedconnect the system and
check for functioning escalate for any issues faced
during the functioning of the system
To be competent, the user/ individual must be able
to:
• clean the work area after completing the
installation activity
• remove all the tools, consumables used from the
installation area
• fill in the job completion form and get the
signature of the customer
• inform customers about maintenance of solar
panels and procedure for cleaning of solar panels
• follow company standards in documentation of
installation activities performed To be competent,
the user/ individual must be able to:
• remove any metals or jewellery to avoid possibility
of current shock during installation activity
• wear all safety gears such as work shoes, cotton
gloves, goggles while carrying out installation
activities
• take specified precautionary measures while
handling electrical system
• keep work area clean and organised
• adhere to relevant health and safety standards
• dispose of any waste materials in accordance with
safe working practices and procedures
• understand and assess work requirements
• understand the targets and incentives
• understand new operating procedures and
constraints
• report problems in the field
• resolve personnel issues
• receive feedback on work standards and customer
satisfaction
• communicate any potential hazards at a particular
location
• meet given targets
• deliver work of expected quality despite
constraints
• get trained on latest technologies and updates

Completing the work
and Following
quality and
safety procedures
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
05:00

Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
10:00

Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N5902
PC 32 to PC43

10

Interacting with
Supervisor
And
Coordinating with
Colleagues
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
05:00

Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
10:00

Solar Panel Installation Technician

Equipment Required

Charge Controllers
Invertors
On Grid and Off Grid
system components
Application
Equipments
Testing Equipments
Clamping Accessories
for installation

NIL

6

Sr.
No.

Module

Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N9952
PC1 to PC 17

11

Following safety
measures
and Participating in
drills
and workshops
Theory Duration
(hh:mm)
05:00

Practical Duration
(hh:mm)
10:00

Corresponding NOS
Code
ELE/N9953
PC1 to PC15

Solar Panel Installation Technician

Key Learning Outcomes

• receive positive feedback on behaviour and
attitude shown during interaction
• To be competent, the user/ individual must be
able to:
• interact with colleagues from different functions
and understand the nature of their work
• receive materials from tool room or stores; deposit
faulty modules and tools to stores
• pass on work allocation to colleagues in a
respective geographical area
• share work according to competency and
capability
• assist colleagues with resolving field problems
resolve conflicts and achieve smooth workflow
• follow the company policy during cross functional
interaction
• comply with safety procedures followed in the
company
• take adequate safety measures while handling
hazardous materials or tools
• take necessary measures while handling electrical
equipment
• escalate matters about hazardous materials or
things found in the premises
• follow appropriate material handling procedures
to avoid any damages and injuries
• use safety materials such as gloves, goggles,
masks, helmets, etc.
• undertake adequate safety measures while on
work to prevent accidents
• ensure zero accidents in work avoid damage of
components due to negligence in ESD procedures
• ensure no loss for company due to safety
negligence To be competent, the user/ individual
must be able to:
• participate in regular safety drills for being
prepared in the event of a fire or natural calamity
• help others during the drill or calamity
• administer basic first aid
• participate in company organised games and
fitness sessions such as yoga, etc.
• . develop good posture for working so that long
term health problems do not Arise

Equipment Required

Safety Equipments

7

Sr.
No.

Module

Key Learning Outcomes

Total Duration

Unique Equipment Required:
1. Different types of Solar Panels,
2. Regulated Power Supply
3. Charge Controller
4. Batteries
5. Allen Key Set
6. Wire Stripper
7. Modified sine wave Inverter
8. Screw Driver
9. Hand Soldering Machine for connections
10. Multimeter
11. Load ( AC/DC)
12. Connecting wires( AC / DC)
13. Flux, Cleaner
14. Mechanical fixtures required for Panel installation
15. 1kWp Grid connected inverter( solar panels used for water pumping
can be used)
16. PCUs
17. Solar conversion kits (Normal inverter to solar hybrid inverter)
18. MC4 connectors.
19. Cable dressing material
20. Nuts / bolts / expansion fastners
21. Earthing
22. LA
23. drill Machine
24. Hammers 2,
25. Plier
26. Chisel
27. Safety eqpt as helmet, gloves etc.

Theory Duration
80.00
Practical Duration
143.00

Equipment Required

Grand Total Course Duration: 223 Hours 00 Minutes
This syllabus/ curriculum has been approved by Electronics Sector Skill Council

Solar Panel Installation Technician
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Trainer Prerequisites for Job role: “Solar Panel Installation Technician” mapped to
Qualification Pack: “ELE/Q8101 Version 1.0”
Sr.
No.
1

Area

Details

Job Description

2

Personal Attributes

3

Minimum Educational
Qualifications

4a

Domain Certification

4b

Platform Certification

5

Experience

The individual at work checks the installation site, understands the layout
requirement as per design, assesses precautionary measures to be taken,
installs the solar panel as per customer’s requirement and ensures effective
functioning of the system post installation.
The individual must be willing to work in the field and travel through the
day from one customer’s premise to another. Punctuality, amenable
behaviour, patience, good interpersonal relationship building,
trustworthiness, integrity, and critical thinking are important attributes for
this Job
Diploma in Electronics with at least 1-2 years of experience in Solar Panel
Installation Technician.
Certified for Job Role: “Solar Panel Installation Technician” mapped to QP:
“ELE/Q5901 version 1.0”. Minimum accepted score =70%
Recommended that the Trainer is certified for the Job Role: “Trainer”,
mapped to the Qualification Pack: ““SSC/Q1402”. Minimum accepted score
=70%
1-2 years of Industrial or Trainer experience in Solar Panel Installation
Technician

Solar Panel Installation Technician

9

Annexure: Assessment Criteria
Assessment Criteria for “Solar Panel Installation Technician”
Job Role
Solar Panel Installation Technician
Qualification Pack
ELE/Q5901 Version 1.0
Sector Skill Council
Electronics Sector Skills Council of India
Sr. No.

Guidelines for Assessment

1

Criteria for assessment for each Qualification Pack will be created by the Sector Skill Council. Each
Performance Criteria (PC) will be assigned marks proportional to its importance in NOS. SSC will also lay
down proportion of marks for Theory and Skills Practical for each PC.
The assessment for the theory part will be based on knowledge bank of questions created by the SSC.
Individual assessment agencies will create unique question papers for theory part for each candidate at
each examination/training centre (as per assessment criteria below)
Individual assessment agencies will create unique evaluations for skill practical for every student at each
examination/training centre based on this criteria
To pass the Qualification Pack , every trainee should score a minimum of 70% in every NOS
In case of successfully passing only certain number of NOS's, the trainee is eligible to take subsequent
assessment on the balance NOS's to pass the Qualification Pack.

2
3
4
5
6

Solar Panel Installation Technician

10

Sr.
No.

NOS No.

1

ELE/N5901
Check site conditions and collect tools
Version 1.0
and raw materials
ELE/N5902
Install the solar panel
Version 1.0
ELE/N0051
Coordinate with team members
Version 1.0
ELE/N0052
Ensure safety at workplace
Version 1.0
Total:
Percentage Weightage:
Minimum Pass% to qualify:

2
3
4

NOS Name

Solar Panel Installation Technician

Total
Marks
100

Marks
Allocation:
Skills
60

Marks
Allocation:
Knowledge
40

100

60

40

100

60

40

100

60

40

400

240
60%
70%

160
40%
70%

Marks
Allocation:
Behaviour

11
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